
HUNGER GAMES COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

The Comparison Between Suzanne Collins' The Hunger Games and Its Movie Adaptation. "The Hunger Games" is a
science fiction novel written by the American author Suzanne Collins that was published in "The Hunger Games"
exhibits a variety of sci-fi features that confirm her.

Potential Spoilers Below The Basics The film does a superb job of quickly and clearly setting up a quite
complicated world and concept â€” i. Another similarity is that in the Hunger Games there is also the
existence of slaves, even though in the first novel we do not get many details about them, it seems to be that
you can be converted into a slave in the moment you are caught going against the system. That is absolutely
missing from the film. There were some well choreographed and brutal scenes, but there were also many
where the action and violence was glossed over. They have different backgrounds and come from different
families, yet both are very strong. The rulers of the Capitol did not think they had to worry about rebellion
since the whole time they had been in power; the lower class was so far beneath them that they could not take
over the high class. Katniss tries to appear brave and tough at the reaping. This could be a real problem for
future books as well, considering that the violence only becomes more intense, and surely the studios will
want to hang on to that PG rating. This book ends with Catkins and PETA winning the Hunger Games and the
two of them returning to District 12 with mixed feelings for each other, and an unforgettable experience. The
high class is the Capitol which menacingly rules the country and its citizens have good jobs and healthy lives.
Essay for Gun Control Winston Smith decided to rebel against the Party by living part-time in an apartment
with his girlfriend Julia in a location that the Party does not supervise. Where shaky camera work, rapid
cutting, and blurs of motion softened the action and made it far less impactful. Testis throwing a fit about her
husband drawing the slip, then her getting it when they each draw one, and Catkins was fighting for survival
in the arena. And this is not a subtle book. There are many similarities between these two books. Another
science fiction theme is the advancement of technology, which enables genetic engineering and mutation. The
game shows how in order to survive; humans use their most primitive senses and forget that they are just
being part of a spectacle. It mostly consisted of people in ridiculous costumes, which felt correct, but beyond
that was not particularly convincing or impressive. The Capitol ends up letting them both win since the
citizens of the Capitol would find it unacceptable if they were to both dies. Katniss completed her mission by
giving hope to the other districts and convincing them to fight back, therefore beginning a revolution. The
state craves for the morbid feeling of seeing people fight for their lives, which show how humans can be
corrupted until being even J. Katniss and Peeta are two 16 year olds that live in District  C Valdeon J. The
Inner Party knew the Outer Party could begin an uprising, so it used preventative counter rebellion tactics to
maintain its position as the high class. It sounds silly to complain about such a detail, but the pageantry is a
huge part of Collins' book, and a huge part of the world building that readers will see much more of in the
subsequent films. She allies herself with Peeta, a fellow player from her district. His mother is abusive, and
Katniss witnessed her hitting him at the bakery in the past. Another similarity is rituals; they each have rituals
they complete annually. There is no reason the world building here cannot be equal to what we have seen in
the Harry Potter films. He also tries to find ways to convince the proles to rebel with him. As a sacrifice for a
good harvest. The Inner Party brainwashes the other citizens by telling them lies and torturing them until they
believe what the Party wants them to believe. For those people a huge aspect of the book is lost in the film
translation. And let's let that be the last time Battle Royale is mentioned in this particular piece. Winston and
Katniss both fought for what they believed in, but only one succeeded in their goal because of the division of
classes in their world. Stanley Tucci, as expected, nearly stole the whole damn show as Caesar Flickerman.
Collins' first person POV for Katniss in the book is one of its great strengths, but the film wisely moves away
from that. Any type of essay. Seeing it exaggerated on screen was almost painful. Film, I feel I should preface
it with my personal feelings on adaptations. Remember: This is just a sample from a fellow student.


